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Abstract
Humans have the remarkable ability to perceive objects
as a whole, even when parts of them are occluded. This ability of amodal perception forms the basis of our perceptual
and cognitive understanding of our world. To enable robots
to reason with this capability, we formulate and propose a
novel task that we name amodal panoptic segmentation. The
goal of this task is to simultaneously predict the pixel-wise
semantic segmentation labels of the visible regions of stuff
classes and the instance segmentation labels of both the
visible and occluded regions of thing classes. To facilitate
research on this new task, we extend two established benchmark datasets with pixel-level amodal panoptic segmentation
labels that we make publicly available as KITTI-360-APS
and BDD100K-APS. We present several strong baselines,
along with the amodal panoptic quality (APQ) and amodal
parsing coverage (APC) metrics to quantify the performance
in an interpretable manner. Furthermore, we propose the
novel amodal panoptic segmentation network (APSNet), as
a first step towards addressing this task by explicitly modeling the complex relationships between the occluders and
occludes. Extensive experimental evaluations demonstrate
that APSNet achieves state-of-the-art performance on both
benchmarks and more importantly exemplifies the utility of
amodal recognition. The datasets are available at http:
//amodal-panoptic.cs.uni-freiburg.de.

1. Introduction
Humans rely on their ability to perceive complete physical
structures of objects even when they are only partially visible,
to navigate through their daily lives [19]. This ability, known
as amodal perception, serves as the link that connects our perception of the world to its cognitive understanding. However,
unlike humans, robots are limited to modal perception [17,
27, 36], which restricts their ability to emulate the visual
experience that humans have. In this work, we bridge this
gap by proposing the amodal panoptic segmentation task.
Any given scene can broadly be categorized into two
components: stuff and thing. Regions that are amorphous or

(a) Panoptic Segmentation

(b) Amodal Panoptic Segmentation
Figure 1. Illustration of (a) panoptic segmentation and (b) amodal panoptic
segmentation that encompasses visible regions of stuff classes, and both
visible and occluded regions of thing classes as amodal masks.

uncountable belong to stuff classes (e.g., sky, road, sidewalk,
etc.), and the countable objects of the scene belong to thing
classes (e.g., cars, trucks, pedestrians, etc.). The amodal
panoptic segmentation task illustrated in Fig. 1 (b) aims to
concurrently predict the pixel-wise semantic segmentation
labels of visible regions of stuff classes, and instance segmentation labels of both the visible and occluded regions of thing
classes. We believe this task is the ultimate frontier of visual
recognition and will immensely benefit the robotics community. For example, in automated driving, perceiving the
whole structure of traffic participants at all times, irrespective
of partial occlusions [28], will minimize the risk of accidents.
Moreover, by inferring the relative depth ordering of objects
in a scene, robots can make complex decisions such as in
which direction to move relative to the object of interest [9]
to obtain a clearer view without additional sensor feedback.
Amodal panoptic segmentation is substantially more challenging as it entails all the challenges of its modal counterpart (scale variations, illumination changes, cluttered background, etc.) while simultaneously requiring more complex
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occlusion reasoning. This becomes even more complex for
non-rigid classes such as pedestrians. These aspects also reflect on the groundtruth annotation effort that it necessitates.
In essence, this task requires an approach to fully grasp the
structure of objects and how they interact with other objects
in the scene to be able to segment occluded regions even for
cases that seem ambiguous.
Our contributions in this paper are twofold. First, we
propose the novel task of amodal panoptic segmentation, a
comprehensive scene recognition problem. To fully establish
the task as well as to encourage future research, we extend
two challenging urban driving datasets with amodal panoptic segmentation labels to create the KITTI-360-APS and
BDD100K-APS benchmarks. We present several baselines
for this task by combining state-of-the-art amodal instance
segmentation methods with top-down panoptic segmentation networks. Further, we introduce two evaluation metrics
referred to as amodal panoptic quality (APQ) and amodal
parsing coverage (APC), to coherently quantify the performance of segmentation of stuff classes in visible regions
and thing classes in both visible and occluded object regions.
The APQ metric measures the performance independent of
the size of instances and the APC metric considers the size of
instances while giving more importance to the segmentation
quality of larger objects than smaller objects. We introduce
the size-dependent metric since a variety of applications seek
high-quality segmentation of objects closer to the camera
than far away objects, such as in autonomous driving.
Second, we propose the novel APSNet architecture that
consists of a shared backbone and task-specific semantic
and amodal instance segmentation heads followed by a
parameter-free fusion module that yields the amodal panoptic segmentation output. In our approach, we split the amodal
bounding box contents into the visible region mask of the
target object, the occluded region mask of the target object
referred to as the occlusion mask, and the object masks that
occludes the target object referred to as the occluder. The occluder and occlusion features enable the amodal mask head
to identify occlusion regions, while the visual and occlusion
features enable the network to predict the amodal mask of the
object. Furthermore, we refine the visible mask with amodal
features in conjunction with visible features to impart occlusion awareness. To prevent the loss of localization of
features in favor of semantic features, we increase the receptive field for context aggregation with dilated convolutions
instead of downsampling in the semantic head. We make our
code and models publicly available at http://amodalpanoptic.cs.uni-freiburg.de.

2. Related Work
Panoptic segmentation approaches can be categorized into
proposal-free and proposal-based methods. Proposal-free
methods [3, 6, 30] first perform semantic segmentation, fol-

lowed by applying various techniques to group thing pixels
such as instance center regression [26], Hough-voting [14],
or pixel affinity [12] to obtain instance segmentation. On the
other hand, in proposal-based methods [7, 18, 25], typically
a network head generates the object bounding boxes along
with their masks and a parallel head yields the semantic
segmentation output. In this work, we propose a top-down
amodal panoptic segmentation architecture. We choose the
top-down over the bottom-up approach due to its ability to
handle large-scale variation in instances which plays a vital
role in segmenting thing class objects.
Li et al. [15] introduce the amodal instance segmentation task for which their approach relies on the directions
of high heatmap values computed for each object to iteratively enlarge the corresponding object modal bounding box.
Follmann et. al [5] propose a class-specific amodal instance
segmentation approach called ORCNN which replaces the
single instance mask head of Mask R-CNN [8] with amodal
and inmodal instance mask heads. Further, they employ an
occlusion mask prediction head on top of the modal-specific
heads. Subsequently, Qi et al. [23] introduce the multi-level
coding module to explicitly impart global information for
better segmentation of the occluded area. VQ-VAE [10]
replaces the fully convolutional instance mask heads with
variational autoencoders. Their method first classifies the input features into intermediate shape codes and then recovers
complete object shapes from the intermediate shape codes.
To learn the aforementioned discrete shape codes, they pretrain a vector quantized variational autoencoder model on
the amodal groundtruth masks. Xiao et al. [32] use a shapeprior memory codebook with an autoencoder to refine the
initial amodal mask prediction from Mask R-CNN. Similar
to [10], they pretrain the autoencoder on amodal groundtruth
masks. More recently, BCNet [11] employs two overlapping
GCN layers that detect the occluding objects and partially
occluded object instances to decouple the boundaries of both
the occluding and occluded object instances.
Lastly, Zhu et al. [35] propose amodal semantic segmentation with the COCO amodal dataset. Their task requires the
prediction of visible and invisible regions of thing classes in
a class-agnostic manner while allowing multiple detections
of the same objects. The COCO amodal dataset does not
provide any labels for amorphous regions (wall, floor, etc.).
In contrast, we introduce two benchmark datasets that treat
all prominent amorphous regions (road, sidewalk, etc.) and
non-traffic participants (pole, fence, etc.) in an urban scene
as stuff, similar to the standard convention followed in panoptic segmentation [13]. Consequently, our datasets consider
all the traffic participants (cars, pedestrians, etc.) as part of
thing classes. Furthermore, our amodal panoptic segmentation task allows at most one semantic label and instance-ID
assignment to the pixel of visible regions. This discourages
overlaps and requires predictions to be class-specific.
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3. The Amodal Panoptic Segmentation Task
For a given set of C semantic classes, the goal of the
amodal panoptic segmentation task is to map each pixel
i of a given input image to a set Ai comprising pairs of
(c, κ, v) ∈ C × N × V , where c represents the semantic
class for the pixel, κ represents the instance ID, and v ∈ V
represents the visibility of the prediction pair where V is
encoded as V ∈ {1, 2}. Here, κ of each pair in set Ai
associates a group of pixels that have the same semantic
class but belong to a different segment, and are unique for
each segment for the given image. v determines whether the
corresponding κ is the visible part (v = 1) of its segment or
the occluded part (v = 2). Moreover, in the set Ai , at most
one pair with v = 1 is feasible. Additionally, for c ∈ Cs the
corresponding κ is irrelevant, where Cs is the subset of C
that consists of stuff semantic classes.
For simplicity, we can define the amodal panoptic segmentation task at the object segment level. Given an input
image, the task aims to predict all the visible stuff class segments where each stuff class can have at most one segment
associated with it. In contrast, for thing classes, each class
can have more than one visible segment associated with it.
Further, the segmentation of each thing class segment can
comprise both visible and occluded region segmentation.

4. Evaluation Metrics
In this section, we present the metrics that we use to
evaluate the performance of amodal panoptic segmentation.

4.1. Amodal Panoptic Quality
In order to facilitate quantitative evaluation, we adapt the
standard panoptic quality (PQ) [13] metric used for quantifying the performance of panoptic segmentation by accounting for the invisible or occluding regions in our new
metric that we name amodal panoptic quality (APQ). Consider a set of groundtruth segments consisting of subset S
and subset T . S and T consist of segments corresponding
to stuff and thing classes respectively. Similarly, we have
predictions with subsets S ′ and T ′ . For a given stuff class
c, we obtain the corresponding matching stuff segments
M Sc = {(s′ , s) ∈ Sc′ × Sc : IoU(s′ , s) > 0} as each
image can have at most one predicted segment and at most
one groundtruth segment. Thus, APQsc corresponding to the
stuff class c is then computed as
X
1
APQsc =
IoU(s′ , s),
(1)
|Sc | ′
(s ,s)∈M Sc

where |Sc | is the total number of stuff groundtruth segments
corresponding to class c. The computed APQsc follows the
scheme suggested in [22].
Next, for a thing class c we obtain the matching segments
by solving a maximum weighted bipartite matching prob-

lem [31] for each pair (V, V ′ ) and (O, O′ ). Here, V and
O are the subsets of T corresponding to the visible and occluded region segments. V ′ and O′ are similar subsets of T ′ .
This unique matching of segments splits the groundtruth and
predicted thing class segments (T and T ′ ) into three sets:
matched pairs of segments (TP), unmatched groundtruth segments (FN), and unmatched predicted segments (FP). Hence
APQtc corresponding to the thing class c is then defined as
P
′
(t′ ,t)∈T Pc IoU(t , t)
APQtc =
.
(2)
|T Pc | + |F Pc | + |F Nc |
Then, the overall APQ metric is the average over all the
classes and is given by
P
P
c∈Cs AP Qsc +
c∈Ct APQtc
APQ =
,
(3)
|Cs | + |Ct |
where Cs is the set of stuff semantic classes and Ct is the
set of thing semantic classes. Further, to explicitly analyze
the performance of the model for visible and invisible or
occluded regions, the APQtc is comprised of APQvtc and
APQotc which are computed with respect to the visible regions and occluded regions, respectively as
P
′
(v ′ ,v)∈T Pc IoU(v , v)
APQvtc =
,
(4)
|T Pcv | + |F Pcv | + |F Ncv |
P
′
(o′ ,o)∈T Pc IoU(o , o)
,
(5)
APQotc =
|T Pco | + |F Pco | + |F Nco |
where v ′ and o′ are the visible and occluded regions of the
predicted instance segments, v and o are the visible and
occluded parts of the groundtruth instance segments.

4.2. Amodal Parsing Coverage
The amodal panoptic quality metric is based on matching
segments and as a consequence, it treats all the instances
equally irrespective of their sizes. However, in some applications, a relatively higher segmentation quality of larger
objects is more desirable than smaller objects such as in
portrait segmentation and autonomous driving. This factor
motivated Yang et al. [33] to formulate the parsing covering
(PC) metric for panoptic segmentation which accounts for
the size of instances. We adapt the PC metric for amodal
panoptic segmentation and propose the amodal parsing coverage (APC) metric. Let Pc and Pc′ be the groundtruth and
prediction for a c semantic class respectively. If c is a stuff
class, the coverage of stuff class c (Covsc ) is computed
similar to the coverage computation in PC, defined as
Covsc =

1 X
|X| · max
IoU (X ′ , X),
X ′ ∈Pc′
Nc

(6)

X∈Pc

where Nc is the total number of pixels corresponding to class
c in the groundtruth. For a thing class c, the groundtruth
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segmentation Pc and the predicted segmentation Pc′ are divided into visible segmentation Pvc and invisible or occluded
segmentation Poc . Then the coverage (Covtc ) for the thing
class c is defined as
Covtc =

Nvc · Covvtc + Noc · Covotc
,
Nvc + Noc

(7)

where Nvc and Noc are the total numbers of pixels corresponding to class c in the groundtruth for visible and occluded regions respectively, and
1 X
|X| · max
IoU (X ′ , X),
X ′ ∈Pvc′
Nvc
X∈Pvc
1 X
=
|X| · max
IoU (X ′ , X).
X ′ ∈Poc′
Noc

Covvtc =

(8)

Covotc

(9)

X∈Poc

Finally, APC is computed as the average over combined
stuff and thing class coverage over all semantic classes as
P
P
c∈Cs Covsc +
c∈Ct Covtc
APC =
,
(10)
|Cs | + |Ct |
where Cs and Ct is the set of stuff and thing semantic classes
respectively. In summary, the proposed APC is devoid of any
segment matching and incorporates the area weighted IoU
to emphasize on the segmentation quality of large objects.
Consequently, this metric accentuates segmentation quality
of large occluded regions.

the EfficientPS model on the refined annotations and generate a new set of pseudo amodal instance masks for the next
subset of the target dataset. We reiterate the aforementioned
process until the entire dataset is fully annotated. Similarly, for semantic segmentation annotations, we fine-tune
the pretrained EfficientPS model on the semantic segmentation labels of BDD100K. We then use this fine-tuned model
to generate pseudo semantic segmentation labels of stuff
classes and follow the iterative semi-automatic annotation
procedure. We adapt the publicly available labeling tool
from [4] for our manual annotations.

5.2. KITTI-360-APS
We extend the KITTI-360 [16] dataset which has semantic and instance labels with amodal panoptic annotations
and name it the KITTI-360-APS dataset. It consists of nine
sequences of urban street scenes with annotations for 61,168
images of resolution 1408 × 376 pixels. Our dataset comprises 10 stuff classes. We define a class as stuff if the class
has amorphous regions or is incapable of movement at any
point in time. Road, sidewalk, building, wall, fence, pole,
traffic sign, vegetation, terrain, and sky are the stuff classes.
Further, the dataset consists of 7 thing classes, namely car,
pedestrians, cyclists, two-wheeler, van, truck, and other vehicles. Please note that we merge the bicycle and motorcycle
class into a single class called two-wheelers. We use the
sequence 10 of the KITTI-360 dataset as the validation set
and the rest of the sequences as the training set.

5.3. BDD100K-APS

5. Datasets
In this section, we first give an overview of the annotation
protocol that we employ for curating the amodal panoptic
segmentation benchmark datasets followed by a brief description of each of the datasets. We choose the aforementioned
datasets as they provide large-scale instance annotations that
are consistent in time.

5.1. Anotation Protocol
We annotate two large-scale urban scene understanding
datasets, KITTI-360 and BDD100K. We follow a semiautomatic annotation pipeline similar to [29]. Specifically,
we use the state-of-the-art EfficientPS [18] model pretrained
on the Mapillary Vistas [20] and Cityscapes [4] datasets. We
annotate images with pixel-level labels for amodal instance
segmentation of thing classes and semantic segmentation of
stuff classes. For amodal instance annotations, we fine-tune
the pretrained EfficientPS model on the KINS dataset [23]
which consists of amodal instance segmentation labels for urban road scenes. We generate pseudo amodal instance masks
for a subset of the target dataset (BDD100K and KITTI-360).
Subsequently, a human annotator manually corrects and refines these resulting pseudo labels. We then again fine-tune

The Berkeley Deep Drive (BDD100K) [34] instance segmentation dataset comprises of 157 training sequence and 39
validation sequences. Each sequence contains 202 images
of resolution 1280 × 720 pixels with instance segmentation
groundtruth labels. For our BDD100K-APS dataset, we select 12 sequences from the training set and 3 sequences from
the validation set. We provide amodal panoptic annotations
for 10 stuff classes and 6 thing classes. Road, sidewalk,
building, fence, pole, traffic sign, fence, terrain, vegetation,
and sky are the stuff classes. Whereas, pedestrian, car, truck,
rider, bicycle, and bus are the thing classes.

6. Baselines
We introduce a total of six baselines for our proposed
amodal panoptic segmentation task. We create the baselines by building upon the EfficientPS [18] model which is
a state-of-the-art top-down panoptic segmentation network
and replace its instance segmentation head with different existing amodal instance segmentation approaches. We choose
the baseline’s amodal head based on two aspects: the relevance of existing architectures to our task and the complexity
involved in adapting the approach for our purpose. Hence,
we adopt the following five state-of-the-art amodal instance
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(a) APSNet Architecture

(b) Amodal Instance Segmentation Head

(c) Semantic Segmentation Head

Figure 2. (a) Illustration of our proposed APSNet architecture consisting of a shared backbone and parallel semantic and amodal instance segmentation heads
followed by a fusion module that fuses the outputs of both heads to yield the amodal panoptic segmentation output. (c) and (b) present the topologies of
architectural components of our proposed semantic segmentation head and amodal instance segmentation head respectively.

segmentation methods for the instance head of our baselines:
ORCNN [5], VQ-VAE [10], Shape Prior [32], ASN [23],
and BCNet [11]. We introduce an additional baseline called
Amodal-EfficientPS in which we add an extra amodal mask
prediction layer to the instance head of the EfficientPS architecture. We use the post-processing step described in [18] to
compute the panoptic segmentation output. We first obtain
the amodal mask for each instance in the panoptic segmentation output using the amodal mask logits channels associated
with the corresponding instance ID. We then employ the sigmoid function on the selected amodal mask logits and threshold it at 0.5 to obtain the final amodal binary mask. The set
of the amodal binary mask along with its class prediction and
instance ID is concatenated with the panoptic segmentation
output to yield the final amodal panoptic prediction. We
describe each of the architectures of the baselines and the
post-processing step in detail in the supplementary material.

7. APSNet Architecture
In this section, we present a brief overview of our proposed APSNet architecture and then detail each of its constituting components. Fig. 2 (a) depicts the topology of
APSNet that follows the top-down approach. It consists of a
shared backbone that comprises of an encoder and the 2-way
Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [18], followed by the semantic segmentation head and amodal instance segmentation
head. We employ the RegNet [24] architecture as the encoder
(depicted in red). It consists of a standard residual bottleneck
block with group convolutions. The overall architecture of
this encoder consists of repeating units of the same block
at a given stage and comprises a total of five stages. At the
same time, it has fewer parameters in comparison to other
encoders but with higher representational capacity. Subsequently, after the 2-way FPN, our network splits into two

parallel branches. One of the branches consists of the Region Proposal Network (RPN) and ROI align layers that take
the 2-way FPN output as input. The extracted ROI features
after the ROI layers are propagated to the amodal instance
segmentation head. The second parallel branch consists of
the semantic segmentation head that is connected from the
fourth stage of the encoder.

7.1. Amodal Instance Segmentation Head
Our proposed amodal instance segmentation comprises
three parts, each focusing on one of the critical requirements
for amodal reasoning. Fig. 2 (b) shows the architecture of our
amodal instance segmentation head. First, the visible mask
head learns to predict the visible region of the target object
in a class-specific manner. Simultaneously, an occluder head,
class-agnostically predicts the regions that occlude the target
object. Specifically, the visible mask head learns to segment
background objects for a given proposal and the occluder
head learns to segment foreground objects. The occluder
head provides a global initial guess estimate of where the
occluded region of the target object exists.
With the features from both visible and occluder mask
heads, the amodal instance segmentation head can reason
about the presence of the occluded region as well as its shape.
This is achieved by employing an occlusion mask head that
predicts the occluded region of the target object given the visible and occluder features. Specifically, the occlusion mask
head takes the concatenated visible and occluder features
along with MaskROI features as input. We use the MaskROI
features as part of the input to the occlusion mask head to
enable reasoning about the given proposal as a whole and
not individual visible and occluder regions. Additionally, the
occlusion mask head learns to predict the occluded region
of the target object in a spatially independent manner. This
allows the head to focus only on learning the underlying
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general shape relationship for a given visible and occluder
region that completes the visible region to attain amodal
perception. By focusing on the what aspect of the occluded
region (what should be the segmentation mask of the occluded region), we ease the learning of the occlusion mask
head. Our method allows this ease in training due to denser
feedback in contrast to sparser feedback in partial occlusion cases and hence enables capturing of the underlying
shape of the occluded region effectively. We present the
spatially dependent and independent groundtruth examples
in the supplementary material.
Subsequently, the concatenated visible, occluder, and occlusion mask head features are further processed by a series
of convolutions followed by a spatio-channel attention block.
The spatio-channel attention block consists of two parallel
branches. In one of the parallel branches, global pooling is
applied spatially, we refer to this as the channel attention
branch. The channel attention branch further consists of
two 1 × 1 convolutions with 64 and 256 output channels
respectively. The first 1 × 1 convolution has a ReLU activation and the second convolution has a sigmoid activation.
The output of the channel attention branch is then multiplied
with the output of the other parallel branch called the spatial branch. The spatial branch consists of a channel-wise
global pooling layer, followed by reshaping the tensor from
1 × 14 × 14 to 196 × 1 × 1. Subsequently, two 1 × 1 convolutions are employed with 49 and 196 output channels
respectively. The output is then reshaped to a 1 × 14 × 14
tensor. Lastly, the output of the two branches is multiplied
to compute the final output of the spatio-channel attention
block. The aforementioned network layers aim to model
the inherent relationship between the visible, occluder and
occlusion features. Subsequently, these features are concatenated with the MaskROI features to act as input to the amodal
mask head. This amodal mask head then predicts the final
amodal mask for the target object. Additionally, the visible
mask is further refined using a second visible mask head that
takes the concatenated amodal features and visible features
to predict the final inmodal mask.
Lastly, our amodal instance segmentation head employs
the Mask R-CNN bounding box head with two output heads:
object classification and amodal bounding box. We use the
binary cross-entropy loss for training each of the mask heads
in our amodal instance segmentation head. The loss functions are described in detail in the supplementary material.

7.2. Semantic Segmentation Head
The architecture of our semantic segmentation head is
illustrated in Fig. 2 (c). The semantic head takes the ×16
downsampled feature maps from the stage 4 of the RegNet
encoder as input. We employ an identical stage 5 RegNet
block with the dilation factor of the 3 × 3 convolutions set
to 2. We refer to this block as the dilated RegNet block.

Subsequently, we employ a DPC [2] module to process the
output of the dilated block. We then upsample the output to
×8 and ×4 downsampled factor using bilinear interpolation.
After each upsampling stage, we concatenate the output with
the corresponding features from the 2-way FPN having the
same resolution and employ two 3 × 3 depth-wise separable
convolutions to fuse the concatenated features. Finally, we
use a 1 × 1 convolution to reduce the number of output
channels to the number of semantic classes followed by a
bilinear interpolation to upsample the output to the input
image resolution. We employ the weighted per-pixel logloss [1] for training similar to [18].

8. Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we describe the training protocol that we
use for the baselines and our proposed APSNet architecture.
We then present extensive benchmarking results on KITTI360-APS and BDD100K-APS in Sec. 8.1. Subsequently, we
present a detailed ablation study on the proposed amodal
instance head in Sec. 8.2, followed by results for amodal
instance segmentation on the KINS [23] dataset in Sec. 8.3.
Finally, we present qualitative comparisons in Sec. 8.4.
We use PyTorch [21] for implementing all our architectures and we trained our models on a system with an Intel Xenon (2.20GHz) processor and NVIDIA TITAN RTX
GPUs. We train our network on two crop resolutions of
the input image according to the dataset. We use crops of
376 × 1408 pixels and 448 × 1280 pixels for the KITTI360-APS and BDD100K-APS dataset respectively. We use
a multi-step learning rate schedule with a drop factor of 10.
We use a base learning rate of 0.04 and 0.01 for KITTI-360APS and BDD100k-APS respectively. We train our model
on the KITTI-360-APS dataset for 40 epochs and 200 epochs
on the BDD100K-APS dataset. We set the milestones as
65% and 90% of the total epochs.

8.1. Benchmarking Results
In this section, we report results comparing the performance of our proposed APSNet architecture against the introduced baselines. For comparisons on KITTI-360-APS
and BDD100K-APS, we report results of the models that
we trained using the official implementations that have been
publicly released by the authors and performed extensive
tuning of hyperparameters to the best of our ability. We
report results on the validation sets for all the datasets. Tab. 1
presents the benchmarking results.
In the baselines, all the other components of the amodal
panoptic segmentation network remain the same except for
the amodal instance head. Therefore, all the baselines
achieve the same APQS and APCS scores. In contrast,
our APSNet model that incorporates our proposed semantic
head achieves higher APQS and APCS scores. This gain
of 0.3%-0.5% in the aforementioned metrics demonstrate
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Model

KITTI-360-APS

BDD100K-APS

APQ APC

APQS APQT APCS APCT AP

mIOU

APQ APC

APQS APQT APCS APCT AP

mIOU

Amodal-EfficientPS
ORCNN [5]
BCNet [11]
VQ-VAE [10]
Shape Prior [32]
ASN [23]

41.1
41.1
41.6
41.7
41.8
41.9

46.2
46.2
46.2
46.2
46.2
46.2

33.1
33.1
34.4
34.6
35.0
35.2

58.1
58.1
58.1
58.1
58.1
58.1

56.6
56.6
57.6
57.8
58.2
58.3

29.1
29.0
30.3
30.4
31.0
31.1

44.7
44.5
45.8
45.9
46.3
46.3

44.9
44.9
45.2
45.3
45.4
45.5

54.9
54.9
55.0
54.9
55.0
55.0

29.9
29.9
30.7
30.8
31.0
31.2

64.7
64.7
64.7
64.7
64.8
64.8

41.4
41.5
42.1
42.2
42.6
42.7

25.6
25.6
26.3
27.3
27.6
27.9

50.4
50.4
51.0
51.1
52.4
52.5

APSNet (Ours)

42.9 59.0 46.7

36.9

58.5

59.9

33.4 48.0

46.3 47.3 55.4

32.8

65.1

44.5

29.2 53.3

57.6
57.5
57.9
58.0
58.2
58.2

46.2
46.2
46.4
46.5
46.6
46.6

Table 1. Performance comparison of amodal panoptic segmentation on the KITTI-360-APS and BDD100K-APS validation set. Subscripts S and T refer to
stuff and thing classes respectively. All scores are in [%].

the better stuff segmentation performance of our architecture. The improvement can be attributed to the ability of
our semantic head to increase the receptive field for effective context aggregation by increasing the dilation factor
of the subsequent encoding block that outputs features corresponding to ×16 downsampling factor instead of further
downsampling. As a consequence, our network does not lose
the ability to localize features, providing the decoder with
better semantic features to use during the upsampling stage.
Among the baselines, the ASN model achieves the highest
APQ and APC scores. This method focuses on incorporating
the global occlusion context in the model-specific mask prediction heads. The other baselines either capture occlusion
features implicitly or learn the occlusion map but do not use
the information in the mask prediction heads. The performance of the ASN model demonstrates the importance of
incorporating explicitly modeled occlusion features for improved amodal reasoning. Nevertheless, our APSNet outperforms ASN in all the metrics, namely APQ and APC along
with the sub-components of the metrics on both datasets.
Moreover, it also achieves the highest AP and mIoU scores.
These improvements can be partially attributed to the semantic head but the majority of the contribution is due to the
proposed amodal instance head. The explicit coarse modeling of occlusion regions with occluder features and the
spatially independent modeling of the occluded region given
the visible and occluder features provides our amodal mask
prediction head with additional cues that positively supplement its amodal reasoning abilities. Hence, our proposed
APSNet architecture achieves state-of-the-art performance
for the task of amodal panoptic segmentation.
We further analyze the relationship between the different
metrics reported. Although the metrics assess different aspects of amodal scene parsing, due to the close relationship
of these aspects, the metrics are positively correlated. This
is evident from the reported results. With the increase in
the APQ score, the APC score is likely to increase and viceversa. This relationship also extends to the AP and mIoU
metrics. Additionally, computing both metrics can be beneficial as the gain or loss proportion in each of the metrics
provides more insights. APQ evaluates the amodal parsing
quality independent of instance sizes whereas APC empha-

Model

O
V
O
APQT APQV
T APQT APCT APQT APCT

M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6 (Ours)

33.3
33.7
34.6
35.0
35.9
36.9

41.3
41.4
41.7
42.6
43.6
44.1

15.1
15.4
15.7
15.7
17.7
18.6

56.9
57.5
58.2
58.8
59.4
59.9

59.3
59.4
59.6
60.2
61.6
62.2

23.4
23.9
24.4
24.5
25.1
25.8

Table 2. Evaluation of various architectural components of our proposed
amodal instance segmentation head. The performance is shown for the
models trained on the KITTI-360 APS dataset and evaluated on the validation set. Subscript T refers to thing classes. Superscripts V and O refer to
visible and occluded regions respectively. All scores are in [%].

sizes segmentation quality of larger area instances. Thus, a
higher gain in APQ compared to APC can indicate that the
amodal segmentation quality of smaller object instances improves greatly compared to larger objects and vice-versa. We
further explain this observation with the visible and occluded
components of the metrics in the supplementary material.

8.2. Ablation Study on Amodal Instance Head
In this section, we quantitatively demonstrate the importance of each component of our proposed amodal instance
head. Tab. 2 presents results from this experiment. We report
the metric’s thing component and its sub-components. We
begin with the model M1 that employs visible or inmodal,
and amodal mask prediction heads in the amodal instance
head. In the M2 model, we then employ occlusion and visible mask prediction heads on top of which we add an amodal
mask prediction head. The improvement in performance
shows that modeling visible and occlusion features explicitly improves the amodal reasoning ability. Subsequently,
in model M3, we add an occluder mask prediction head in
parallel to the occlusion and visible mask prediction head of
M2. The amodal mask prediction head is now built on top of
these three mask prediction heads. The larger increase in the
APCO
T score demonstrates that the occlusion region segmentation of nearby objects greatly improves the performance
compared to faraway objects. The occluder features that are
incorporated enable the amodal mask head to discern the
boundaries of the occluded regions. In the M4 model, we
add another visible mask prediction head that builds upon
the visible and amodal mask heads. M4 achieves an improve-
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APSNet (Ours)

Improvement\Error Map

(d)

(c)

(b)

(a)

ASN [23]

Figure 3. Qualitative amodal panoptic segmentation results of our proposed APSNet network in comparison to the state-of-the-art baseline ASN [23] on
KITTI-360-APS (a, b) and BDD100K-APS (c, d) datasets. We also show Improvement\Error Map which denotes the pixels that are misclassified by APSNet
in red and the pixels that are misclassified by the baseline but correctly predicted by APSNet in green.

Model

AmodalAP

InmodalAP

8.4. Qualitative Evaluations

ORCNN [5]
VQ-VAE [10]
Shape Prior [32]
ASN [23]

29.0
31.5
32.1
32.2

26.4
−
29.8
29.7

APSNet (Ours)

35.6

32.7

In this section, we qualitatively compare the amodal
panoptic segmentation performance of our proposed APSNet
with the best performing baseline ASN. Fig. 3 presents the
qualitative results. We observe that both approaches are capable of segmenting partial occlusion cases. However, our
APSNet outperforms ASN under partial to moderate occlusion cases such as cluttered cars and pedestrians. Moreover,
APSNet achieves better boundary segmentation of visible
regions due to the refinement stage of the inmodal mask. The
results of our proposed architecture are highly motivating,
however the segmentation quality near the boundaries of
moderately to heavily occluded regions of non-rigid classes
such as pedestrians tends to be poor. These cases are extremely hard to predict for humans as well. However, humans can predict the occluded region with a high degree of
consistency [35]. We hope that this work encourages innovative solutions in the future to address this problem as well as
other challenges of amodal panoptic segmentation.

Table 3. Amodal instance segmentation results on the KINS dataset. All
scores are in [%].

ment in APQVT by 0.9% and in APCVT by 0.6%. Building
upon M4, in the M5 model, we predict spatially independent
occlusion masks in addition to a processing block before
the amodal mask head. Lastly, in the M6 model, following
the processing block, we add the spatio-channel attention
block. The improvement in results demonstrates that the
processing block generates salient features for the amodal
masks which are further enhanced by explicitly modeling
the interdependencies between the channels and the spatial
correlations of its features.

8.3. Performance on KINS dataset
KINS [23] is a benchmark for amodal instance segmentation. We evaluate the performance of APSNet on this
sub-task of the proposed amodal panoptic segmentation by
discarding its semantic segmentation head. This benchmark
uses the AP metric for evaluating both amodal and inmodal
segmentation. Tab. 3 presents results in which we observe
that APSNet outperforms the state-of-the-art by 3.4% and
2.9% for amodal and inmodal AP respectively. This demonstrates that our proposed amodal instance head in APSNet
also improves the inmodal segmentation performance.

9. Conclusion
In this work, we introduced and addressed the task of
amodal panoptic segmentation. We formulated two easily interpretable evaluation metrics for measuring the performance
of our proposed task. We introduced several strong baselines
for amodal panoptic segmentation by combining state-of-theart individual models of the sub-tasks. Further, we proposed
the novel APSNet architecture that achieves state-of-the-art
performance for amodal panoptic segmentation and amodal
instance segmentation. We believe that these results demonstrate the feasibility of this ultimate scene parsing task and
encourage new research avenues in the future.
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